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Some countries are recommending
that people mix vaccine doses to
avoid taking a second AstraZeneca
shot amid concerns over blood
clots
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A Surprising Opinion From Justice
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Shift on Free Speech
French Health Minister Olivier Véran, 40, getting a dose of the
AstraZeneca vaccine on February 8. THOMAS SAMSON/AFP via Getty
Images
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Germany and France both say that mixing two
types of coronavirus vaccine can be eﬀective.
They are recommending that some who took a
ﬁrst dose of AstraZeneca get a diﬀerent second
shot.
Several countries are dialing back use of the
AstraZeneca shot, fearing very rare but
dangerous blood clots.
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of using coronavirus vaccines, in order to avoid
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giving some groups a second dose of the

Mail

AstraZeneca shot: mixing and matching with
another type of vaccine.
Germany and France have both recommended
that some groups take a diﬀerent second dose,

Two New Studies Point to How AstraZeneca’s
COVID-19 Vaccine Is Linked to Blood Clots
Time

citing a link between the AstraZeneca shot and
very rare blood clots. Canada and Norway are
considering doing the same.
Germany recommended on April 1 that those
under 55 receive an mRNA vaccine alternatives,
such as the Pﬁzer and Moderna vaccines, as a
follow up shot. France recommended the same on
Friday for people under the age of 60.
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The European Medicines Agency (EMA)
announced on Wednesday that unusual blood
clots with low platelets should be listed as a "very
rare side eﬀect" of the AstraZeneca vaccine.
The EMA says that the beneﬁts of the vaccine
outweigh its risks, and experts say that a deﬁnite
link between the shot and the blood clots has not
been established.

German regulator advises under-60s who
had AstraZeneca jab to have second dose of
rival vaccine
The Telegraph

Canadian health authorities are examining the
evidence for dose mixing, Dr. Howard Njoo,
Canada's deputy chief public health oﬃcer, said
on Thursday.
Norway is awaiting the results of a clinical trial
assessing the eﬀectiveness of mixing vaccines

Coronavirus: Everything you need to know

before making a decision, Reuters reported.

about the AstraZeneca vaccine's blood clot

Separately from recommending dose-mixing,

Yahoo Style UK

risk

countries using the AstraZeneca vaccine are
changing their recommendations to avoid giving it
to younger populations.
Germany, France, Canada, Australia, the UK, and
the Philippines are among them.
Although it is not widely recommended yet for
COVID-19 vaccines, mixing doses from diﬀerent

Hong Kong government to delay imports of
AstraZeneca vaccine amid safety concerns
Reuters

manufacturers is not unusual, one expert said.
"Mixing diﬀerent manufacturers vaccines is called
'heterologous prime boost' and is something that
has been looked into long before COVID," Prof.
https://news.yahoo.com/countries-recommending-people-mix-vaccine-110005471.html
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University of East Anglia, told Insider in an email.
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It "often appears to give better protection,"

Mail

although it is not known whether this holds true in
the case of COVID-19, Hunter said.
Promo C-HR

"Personally, I would not worry too much", he said,

Publicité • Toyota

but "before recommending this on a wider scale I
would prefer to await the results" of trials like the
one Norway is watching.
The UK is not recommending dose-mixing, and
says that people who have taken one shot of
AstraZeneca's vaccine should go ahead and get

Governments give varying advice on

the second.

AstraZeneca vaccine
Associated Press

Health experts told Insider that in spite of the
unusual blood clots being listed as a very rare side
eﬀect of the vaccine, getting the shot is still safer
than ﬂying in a plane.
Read the original article on Business Insider
Australia doubles Pﬁzer vaccine order as
Astra clotting worries upend rollout
Reuters

Our goal is to create a safe and engaging place for users to connect over interests and passions. In order
to improve our community experience, we are temporarily suspending article commenting.

J&J COVID-19 vaccine under EU review over
blood clots
Reuters

Recommended Stories
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Under-30s may have to travel further for Covid jabs
after AstraZeneca advice, says top Scots adviser
Scotland's vaccine rollout to the under-30s might be forced
to slow down thanks to them not receiving the AstraZeneca
jab, medical chiefs admitted on Thursday, as the death toll…
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2d ago

Reuters

Britain reassures on AstraZeneca after

WHO chief laments 'shocking imbalance' in COVID-19
shot distribution

advising under-30s take other vaccines

GENEVA (Reuters) -There is a "shocking imbalance" in the
distribution of COVID-19 vaccines worldwide and most
countries do not have anywhere near enough shots to cove…
23h ago
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Experts warn against comparing AstraZeneca
vaccine risks to contraceptive pill
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UK changes AstraZeneca vaccine advice amid blood
clot concerns

agile.
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Oscar Williams-Grut breaks down the latest developments
on the AstraZeneca vaccine in the UK and Europe.
2d ago

Yahoo Style UK

Coronavirus: Everything you need to know about the
AstraZeneca vaccine's blood clot risk
Matt Hancock has likened the risk to that of a 'long-haul
ﬂight'.
2d ago

Reuters

India to review COVID-19 vaccines after blood clot
warning - report
India is currently administering AstraZeneca's COVID-19
vaccine, which is manufactured by the Serum Institute and
branded Covishield, and a shot developed by Bharat Biotec…
1d ago
Publicité • Base
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Associated Press

China report accuses US of causing humanitarian
disasters
China accused the U.S. of causing humanitarian disasters
through foreign military interventions in a report Friday that
was the latest broadside by Beijing in increasingly…
1d ago

Reuters

Canada says government fund helping to cut
methane emissions
A Canadian government fund established to help the energy
sector reduce methane emissions will cut the country's
overall carbon dioxide emissions by about half a percentag…
15h ago

Axios

Nearly 90% of college students want to get
vaccinated so their social lives resume
Nearly 90% of college students say they probably or
absolutely will get vaccinated, according to a
BeatTheVirus/Generation Lab poll exclusive to Axios. Why i…
2d ago
Publicité • Singles50

Anvers: Un site de rencontre 40+ qui fonctionne
vraiment
Les célibataires en Belgique âgés de 40 ans et plus trouvent
l'amour avec ce site de rencontre!
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Pﬁzer asks FDA to expand COVID vaccine
authorization to adolescents
Pﬁzer and BioNTech asked the Food and Drug
Administration Friday to expand the emergency use
authorization of its COVID vaccine to cover adolescents ag…
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Mask-Wearing Has Led to More Cases of This
Upsetting Facial Rash
According to recent reporting from The New York Times, a
year of wearing face masks has taken a toll on people’s skin.
Dermatologists have recorded a dramatic uptick in cases of…
2d ago

CBS News

Experts alarmed by number of COVID survivors with
brain disorders
Among patients treated in the ICU, 7% suﬀered a stroke and
nearly 2% were diagnosed with dementia. Researchers also
found 17% of patients developed anxiety and 14%…
2d ago
Ad • IÉSEG Management School

Lead and Code a changing world
A one year MBA that will provide you with a dual expertise in
management/leadership and in coding/technical skills. Live
in France, Study in English.

Business Insider

Ted Cruz illegally used campaign funds to promote
his own book, an ethics watchdog has alleged
Ted Cruz used campaign funds to run adverts urging viewers
to buy his book, the Campaign Legal Center watchdog has
alleged.
2d ago
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Lexington shooting victims crash while trying to
drive to a hospital. One later dies.
Two Lexington shooting victims crashed late Wednesday
night when they tried to drive themselves to the hospital
and one later died, according to Lexington police and the…
2d ago

Axios

Scientists hunt for antiviral drugs to ﬁght COVID-19
Data: Milken Institute; Chart: Andrew
Witherspoon/AxiosAntiviral drugs can be a key pandemicﬁghting tool, but so far there's only one approved in the U.…
2d ago
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Pﬁzer requests FDA approval of vaccine for children
ages 12 to 15
Pﬁzer is working to expand the vaccine to tweens. On Friday,
the drug company put in a request to the Food and Drug
Administration to adjust its emergency use authorization t…
12h ago
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UK infections drop about 60% amid vaccinations, lockdown
The U.K.'s COVID-19 vaccination program is beginning to break the link between infection and serious
illness or death, according to the latest results from an ongoing study of the pandemic in England.
Researchers at Imperial College London found that COVID-19 infections dropped about 60% in March …
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Colorado vaccination site shuts down after 11
'adverse reactions' to Johnson & Johnson jabs: Latest
COVID
19 d site in Colorado was shut down after 11
A mass vaccination
people suﬀered reactions from shots, including nausea,
dizziness. Latest COVID-19 news.
2d ago
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Mass. doctor on adverse reactions to J&J vaccine in
some patients
Dr. Gabriela Andujar Vasquez, a Tufts infectious disease
specialist, answers questions about side eﬀects that may be
linked to the single-dose COVID vaccine from Johnson and…
13h ago

Associated Press

West Virginia weighs income tax cut to stem
population loss
With West Virginia about to lose another congressional seat
because of steady population decline, some Republican
lawmakers are convinced a massive income tax cut is the k…
1d ago
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